the mind of the editor: Because this individual has not targeted my journal by writing according to our manuscript specifications, has the author been rejected by another journal with the specifications that were used? (In this case, the likelihood of my journal accepting the manuscript is low.) Should I send it out anyway? An alternative question might be: Is this author naive or just so lazy that he or she did not bother to look up my manuscript specifications before sending me this manuscript?
Requesting a free copy of the journal you wish to target is not a practical solution. If you do not have a copy of the journal in the library of a university near you as a reference, you might want to speak to the librarian about purchasing a subscription. An alternative is to purchase a single, most recent copy of the targeted journal from the publisher.
You may want to scan the editorials published in your target journal to see what editorial policies are reflected. These can be found using computerized databases with the current editor's name in the search. I have listed five of my own editorials that provide guidelines on what I want submitted to me. The most recent, which is about editorial pet peeves, appears to have been missed by many authors, as my stated pet peeves continue to appear regularly in submitted manuscripts. Is this laziness on the part of the author, naivete, or something else?
One last minor error I would like to mention that has nothing to do with targeting your journal has to do with not identifying yourself in the body of the manuscript. Research journal editors try very hard to have manuscripts "blind" reviewed. We try to make sure the author(s) does not know who the reviewer is, and we try to keep the reviewer from knowing whom the author is. Some authors persist in revealing their own identifies in the body of the manuscript. They do so through referring to themselves, then giving their names in the list of references or in the body of the manuscript. The journal generally sends out the manuscript as is, without editing out these personal references. The author is taking a risk with this practice. Try to avoid selfrevelation as much as possible.
If at all possible, try to have someone else read your manuscript before you send it to a journal. Some of these errors can be corrected before you make one of these mistakes.
